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Russia’s and Ukraine’s relevance to global agriculture
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Ukraine

Agriculture sector in Kyrgyzstan
• 65% of its population live in rural areas
• Northern region more industrialised with mechanized farms
• Southern region highly populated with limited arable land
• Agriculture contributes to 20.8% of GDP and occupies 1 million
smallholder HH
• Wheat is the main staple crop, yet:
oHigh dependency on Russian and Kazhakhstan for imports
oAverage wheat yields are 2.5 MT/ha – less than half of its potential
yield required to food-secure the country
oWheat imports for 2022 are forecasted to reach 820,000 tons
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The balance of these elements shifts the scenario from Food Security to Food INsecurity
Inflation
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14.5% in April’22
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Food staples near to 20%
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Drop of 33% envisaged by World Bank
1M citizens work in Russia approx. 80% of total national
remittances
In 2020, remittances accounted for 31% of GDP
Contributed to bringing poverty from 34.6% (2006) to
25.3%. This trend will likely be reversed.
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Supplies
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Kazakhstan & Russia ban sugar and wheat/grain
exportations
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Imported from Russia (nitrogen, phosphorus &
potassium), Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan
Prices and availability controlled by Gvt
In 2022, budget allocated by Gvt to ensure fertilizers at
subsides price to farmers
Prices have risen nearly 30% from Jan’22 following the
2021 80% surge
As Russian exports are subject to sanctions, a further
70% increase is envisaged
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Logistics and transportations affected by fuel price
increase
Ports in the Black Sea not operational
Ukraine’s agricultural production will be disrupted with
effects on the global wheat price
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Food price shocks 70% increase during COVID (Feb’20Feb/May’22) & war
90% wheat from Russia and Kazakhstan
75% veg oil from Russia
Wheat, flour & oil price increase due to war
Fuel increase during COVID (max peak Feb’22) & war
whiplash
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Government mitigation measures
• State budget being allocated in support of
Agriculture for approximately 26 billion KGZ;
• An anti-crisis committee on operative
reaction to socio-economic challenges;
• Tax exemption from land taxes for farmers for
3 years;
• As of April, salary for state servants has been
increased up to 100%;
• VAT exemption on imported wheat grains and
flour
• Ban for basic food commodities exportations
• State donation to the seed sector for farmers
up to 30%

IFAD’s current investments
Access to Markets Program (ATMP)

Regional Reslient Pastoral
Communities Project (RCPCP)

• 2016 – 2023

• Soon to start

• Business model built around leading
agribusiness entities, by gathering
smallholder farmers into farmer groups or
associations, to become legal entities and
suppliers of raw material so leading entities
within the livestock value chains

• Business model which will reduce rural
poverty and food insecurity by increasing
resilience, income, and economic growth in
farming communities. New ecological and
profitable technologies will also be promoted
through a competitive grant mechanism.

• Total project cost: US$ 55.55 million

• Total Project Cost: US$ 65.21 million

What is IFAD further doing?
Ongoing project offers opportunities for
smallholders and returned migrants to
participate in livestock and honey value chains
development activities

Repurpose part of project resources to
support mitigation measures aiming to
counter commodity price spikes, including
subsidized fertilizers and other farming
inputs

IFAD with other UN Agencies, will support
government in setting up measures to offset
income losses resulting from migrants layoffs
and returns

Joint Programme for Rural Women Economic
Empowerment with FAO, IFAD, UNWomen
and WFP to significantly increase women’s
role in local economy and decision-making
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